Publications and Presentations

2024


2023

- **Kubilius R., Neidhardt G.** Local outreach: Planning institutional opportunities to enhance and engage a traveling exhibit [lightning talk presented at the HSU- Health Science Librarians of Illinois meeting, Naperville-Warrenville, IL, September 22, 2023], briefer version of: Neidhardt, G. Local outreach: Planning institutional opportunities to enhance and engage a traveling exhibit [based on lightning talk given by G. Neidhardt at the Midwest/MLA virtual conference Oct. 11-13, 2023], DOI: https://doi.org/10.18131/gb55j-p7j76


2022

- **Kubilius, Ramune.** Scholarly Communication and Publishing Developments: A Sampling. Breakthroughs December 2022, p. 11 [Feinberg School of Medicine, Research Office, monthly newsletter].

- **Kubilius, Ramune K.** Surveying the Medical IR Landscape for Presentation or Publication: Challenges and Opportunities. Medical Institutional Repositories in Libraries (MIRL), Nov. 17 2022, [virtual lightning talk]. DigitalHub. Galter Health Sciences Library & Learning Center; 2022.

- **Kubilius, Ramune K.** and Keller Young, Megan. Local Information Network Support and Shared Expertise: the 20-year Experience of CAMA. SLA Midwest Symposium, June 10, 2022, [virtual lightning talk]; also on-site lightning talk presentation at Midwest / MLA conference (Bloomington, IN, Oct. 2022): Kubilius, Ramune K.; Keller Young, Megan; Wheaton, Nathalie. 20 Years of Local Informal Network Support and Shared Expertise: Chicago Area Medical Archivists (CAMA). DigitalHub. Galter Health Sciences Library & Learning Center; 2022.


- **Kubilius, Ramune.** Unseen Labor: An ATG Interview with Ann Kardos and Gretchen Neidhardt. Against the Grain: Linking Publishers, Vendors and


Kubilius, Ramune. Feature Article: Scholarly publishing trends: preprint servers and disappearing scientific journals. Biofeedback 45 (4), Fall 2020: 3-5. DOI: https://doi.org/10.18131/w4fkq-h1m73


Kubilius, Ramune K. Librarian as Physician Immigrant History Researcher: A Confluence of Questions, Sources, and Challenges. Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies (AABS) 2018 Conference, Stanford University, June 1-3, 2018. [Conference presentation]


Kubilius, Ramune K., Featured article, Taking Advantage of Opportunities to Network and Learn Outside of Librarianship, Doody Core Titles, June 2014.

Kubilius, Ramune K. Promoting and Teaching the History of Medicine in an Undergraduate Curriculum. [Paper Presentation], Medical Library Association annual meeting, Honolulu, HI, May 2009.


